
Smartcan, made to open



Hildering Packaging has a range of innovative conical tin can packaging in her 

assortment, where the lid is closed without a ring. The lid can be opened and 

sealed with ease repeatedly and without the use of tools. New in the assortment 

of conical tin can packaging without ring is the SMARTCAN.

The SMARTCAN meets all the demands that one can impose on a container for 

wall paints. The SMARTCAN has a metal lid combined with a plastic folding edge. 

Together they seal the container and create easy and optimal opening and sealing 

of the packaging.

Procedure
For opening the plastic strip has to be lifted and then folded backwards. To close just press the lid. To close just press 

the lid and fold back the plastic strip. The (re)sealing can be repeated continuously without loss of  closing quality of 

the lid. The end user and the operators of tinting stations experience the comfort of this particular closure.

SMARTCAN is available from 6 up to 12 litre with a 230 mm diameter. Because of 

the large diameter the packaging is very suitable for working with either roller or 

brush. It can be inner coated for waterbased paint systems. The SMARTCAN does 

not have a UN certificate.

The SMARTCAN can be printed very appealingly with your own design. The printing 

is done by means of the unique digital printing technique (see our folder Can 

Decors). 

The SMARTCAN stands for a lot of convenience and quality maintenance of closure 

and content.

Because we cannot provide exhaustive information, we refer you to our dynamic search engine on our website where 

you can find the most recent and most extensive information on www.hildering.com under Packaging finder.
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SMARTCAN, made to open

Advantages of the SMARTCAN:

•  Perfect for complete emptying

•   Easy to open and close lid without tools

•  No need for a tensioning ring despite larger diameter and still a high   

   performance

•  Direct for use with paint roller

•  Tinting machine proof

•  Digitally printable

•  100% recyclable

Fold up plastic lip Fold up all round Lift lid To close: fold back
plastic lip


